ABU DHABI FUTURE ENERGY COMPANY PJSC – MASDAR SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS THRU 1/31/2023

Facebook

- [https://fb.watch/iYP8Q-jJsx/](https://fb.watch/iYP8Q-jJsx/)
  - January 19, 2023

- [https://www.facebook.com/COP28UAEOfficial/posts/pfbid0VRXUgkpSEE18LSzPVvCisG6P4VMMYBnwttB85im17aX7Yd4Aa1K99dF78fwr6CDhXl](https://www.facebook.com/COP28UAEOfficial/posts/pfbid0VRXUgkpSEE18LSzPVvCisG6P4VMMYBnwttB85im17aX7Yd4Aa1K99dF78fwr6CDhXl)
  - January 18, 2023
How can we reverse climate change?

By protecting communities and biodiversity.

See more

With God's will, we shall continue to work to protect our environment and our wildlife, as did our forefathers before us.

The Late Shaikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan
The Founder of the UAE

Everybody is an important part of our response to Climate Change. We are all inhabitants of One World and our logo represents the many elements that must unite towards action.

Let's all join the Pathway to COP28 COP28UAE

https://fb.watch/iYP7o5hn8N/
- January 17, 2023

https://fb.watch/iYPixiudk/
- January 17, 2023
We are honored to welcome the world to the UAE for COP28, the 2023 United Nations Climate Change Conference.

Our goal is to transform systems and disson 2030 trajectories by ramping up climate progress.

[ mitigation... See more]

- **https://fb.watch/iYPkHspVU5/**
  - January 17, 2023

[instagram]

- **https://www.instagram.com/p/CnhSllDlfoK/**
  - January 17, 2023

We are honored to welcome the world to the UAE for COP28, the 2023 United Nations Climate Change Conference.

Our goal is to transform systems and disson 2030 trajectories by ramping up climate progress.
- [https://www.instagram.com/p/CnhS11Df0K/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link](https://www.instagram.com/p/CnhS11Df0K/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 17, 2023

- [https://www.instagram.com/reel/CnhSsdrj2v/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link](https://www.instagram.com/reel/CnhSsdrj2v/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 17, 2023
Al Mubarak spoke about the importance of having a strong foundation of climate action. They have a unique perspective that can contribute to effective and successful solutions to climate change.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C065jIgLgWT/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
- January 21, 2023

https://www.instagram.com/p/CnymUKxJIR-/utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
- January 24, 2023
• [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/CnwiHPgI-AF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 23, 2023

PROTECTING COMMUNITIES AND BIODIVERSITY

2023 is the Year of Sustainability in the UAE. Effective climate action requires a shared vision and collective will. As host of COP28, we are committed to fulfilling our role as a global convener and will continue to support action and innovation in the field of sustainability.

• [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/Cnwh7IcPrz/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 23, 2023

2023 is the Year of Sustainability in the UAE. Effective climate action requires a shared vision and collective will. As host of COP28, we are committed to fulfilling our role as a global convener and will continue to support action and innovation in the field of sustainability.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CnoYVwXvGjo/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
- January 20, 2023

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CnoYVwXvGjo/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
- January 20, 2023
• https://www.instagram.com/reel/CnkA-UjDT-h/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
  o January 18, 2023

• https://www.instagram.com/reel/CnkAfNLDV33/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
  o January 18, 2023
Dr. Sultan Al Jaber brings more than two decades of leadership in shaping the path toward a cleaner future as the COP28 President-Designate.

H.E. Shamma Al Mazrui will serve as the U.A.E’s Youth Affairs Minister, HE Shamma Al Mazrui brings more than two decades of leadership in elevating the global youth voice throughout the COP process and ensure they are empowered and their needs are prioritized.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CnjcG-wPFXm/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
- January 18, 2023

https://www.instagram.com/p/CnkAS0Xl_MZ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
- January 18, 2023
- [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/Cnjb0yfPxyq/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)  
  - January 18, 2023

- [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/Cnjb0yfPxyq/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)  
  - January 18, 2023
• [https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cnhtd8ujvQK/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link](https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cnhtd8ujvQK/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 17, 2023

• [https://www.instagram.com/reel/CnhnmiVjnyX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link](https://www.instagram.com/reel/CnhnmiVjnyX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 17, 2023
- [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/Cnhm2JIOnek/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 17, 2023

- [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/CnhbESivqpb/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)
  - January 17, 2023
Let’s unite on the Pathway to COP28.
#COP28UAE

Dr. Sultan Al Jaber is COP28UAE President-Designate and is joined by HE Shamma Al Mazroui as Youth Climate Champion and HE Razan Al Mubarak as UN Climate High-Level Champion.

Together they establish a COP that moves from goals to results.
  o Posted in January

• https://www.linkedin.com/posts/cop28uaeofficial_we-are-searching-activity-7021143202153820160-nSy9?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
  o Posted in January
How can we reverse #ClimateChange?
By protecting communities and biodiversity.

We need

We Are Searching
52
9 reposts
Like  Comment  Repost  Send
The Year of Sustainability marks a new era for the UAE’s collective progress as it addresses the importance of sustainability focusing on land, resources and humans, and inspires a nationwide commitment for us today, and for future generations.

Be part of a sustainable future #UAE52 #TodayForTomorrow #UAEEYearOf #COP28UAE

The UAE52, Today For Tomorrow, UAE Year Of COP28UAE, marks a new era for the UAE’s collective progress as it addresses the importance of sustainability focusing on land, resources and humans, and inspires a nationwide commitment for us today, and for future generations.

  o  Posted in January

  

  For three days, we’ve welcomed the world to explore COP28 UAE’s vision. ADSW might be over, but our journey is just getting started. See you in November

  #PathwaytoCOP28 #UnitedonClimateAction

  ADSW Wrap Up

  🎥 Like  📝 Comment  🔄 Repost  ⚠️ Send
  ○ Posted in January

![Twitter](https://twitter.com/COP28_UAE/status/1615357218987315203?cxt=HHwWhsDQ8aC18-osAAAA)

○ 1/17/23
We are honored to welcome the world to the UAE for #COP28, the 2023 United Nations Climate Change Conference.

- [https://twitter.com/COP28_UAE/status/1615357225417207809](https://twitter.com/COP28_UAE/status/1615357225417207809)
  - 1/17/23

Our goal is to transform systems and disrupt 2030 trajectories by ramping up #climate progress across:

- Mitigation
- Adaptation
- Loss and Damage
- Climate Finance
- Innovating the process through private sector engagement, inclusion, accountability & transparency
How can we reverse #ClimateChange?

- By protecting communities and biodiversity.
- Fostering inclusive climate policies.
- Driving the global energy transition.
- Equitable climate financing for all.

Join us at #ADSW and be part of our #PathwaytoCOP28! #COP28UAE
Let's all join the #PathwaytoCOP28 #COP28UAE @ABZayed
Together they establish a COP that moves from goals to results.

https://twitter.com/COP28_UAE/status/1615660545046183938?cxt=HHwWhIC8kZSt_essAAAA

1/18/23

Dr. Sultan Al Jaber is #COP28UAE President-Designate and is joined by HE Shamma Al Mazrui as Youth Climate Champion and HE Razan Al Mubarak as UN Climate High-Level Champion.

4:41 AM · Jan 18, 2023 · 7,440 Views
• https://twitter.com/COP28_UAE/status/1615706669593538560?cxt=HHwWgMDR5fgpkuwsAA
  1/18/23

  COP28 UAE
  @COP28_UAE

  Thank you, environmentalist & actor, @AdrianGrenier for visiting the #COP28UAE Pavilion at @ADSWagenda. Your environmentalism 🌿 inspires us all.

  See you in November for #COP28! 🙌

  7:44 AM · Jan 18, 2023 · 3,772 Views

• https://twitter.com/COP28_UAE/status/1615729981828616197?cxt=HHwWisC-vfT2nOwsAAAA
  1/18/23

  COP28 UAE
  @COP28_UAE

  Looking forward to working closely with @COP27P's Presidency to push forward into actionable change! #COP28UAE. 🌿 🌍

  COP27 🌍 @COP27P · Jan 17
  Welcoming @COP28_UAE to the global climate conversation!
twitter.com/COP28_UAE/stat...

  9:17 AM · Jan 18, 2023 · 2,036 Views
The Year of Sustainability marks a new era for the country's collective progress as it addresses the importance of sustainability focusing on land, resources and humans, and inspires a nationwide commitment for us today, and for future generations.

#TodayForTomorrow  
@UAEYearOf  
#COP28

Translate Tweet

3:30 AM · Jan 20, 2023 · 5,497 Views
On the sidelines of #Davos, #COP28UAE have partnered with the UAE’s longstanding partner, the World Economic Forum @WEF, to advance public-private solutions for climate and nature.

We look forward to driving more global cooperation on the #PathwaytoCOP28.

Multistakeholder action has never been more needed. This is why I am delighted to announce a partnership between @wef and UAE COP28 Presidency to accelerate public-private solutions for climate and nature ahead of #COP28UAE #wef23
From the successful hosting of #ADSW, to a promising #COP28, we hope the Year of Sustainability in the UAE inspires the world to drive sustainable practices whilst building a more prosperous, climate-resilient future for the next generations.

#TodayForTomorrow
@UAEYearOf
Happy International Day of Education

In line with this year's theme 'to invest in people, prioritize education', #COP28UAE will partner with educators, academia & the world's youth to bring #climate literacy, awareness, skills & values to the heart of addressing #ClimateChange